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What are the two reasons the Harmon Family moved from Boston to Los Angeles? To recover from Vivien's miscarriage and 
Ben's infidelity 

What are the names of mother and daughter, the Harmon's intrusive neighbours?  Constance and Addie 
Ben works from his home office, what is his occupation? Psychiatrist 
Vivien rehires the house's former elderly housekeeper, Moira. How does Moira appear to Ben? As a young, seductive maid 
What is the name of Ben's ex-mistress who calls to tell Ben she is pregnant and wants money of him 
to get an abortion? 

Hayden 

The house’s original owners were a crazed surgeon, Charles Montgomery and his wife, Nora. What 
illegal procedure did they provide in the basement of their home? 

Illegal abortions 

Who kills Hayden with a shovel? Larry 
Whilst digging a grave for Hayden's body, whose remains does Larry bury Hayden over? Moira's 
What happens to Addie whilst she is out trick-or-treating? Fatally hit by a car 
What happens to the ultrasound technician after seeing Vivien's baby on screen Collapses 
Whose ghost is standing at the door, covered in dirt when Ben answers a knock? Hayden's 
What year did Tate go on a shooting-spree killing 5 teens who come back to haunt Tate at 
Halloween? 

1994 

When the Ghosts of Tate's victims demand that he admits to and tells them why he killed them in his 
shooting spree, why is Tate unable to tell them anything? 

He cannot remember anything about 
them 

Why is Tate's ghost trapped in the house? He was shot and killed by a SWAT Team in 
his bedroom 

Tate is unaware that he is dead so why does Constance send him to Ben for therapy sessions? Hoping he will learn that he is dead and 
help him pass on 

Which Urban Legend is Ben's new patient Derek most terrified of? The Piggy Man 
Vivien contacts the Ultrasound Technician who fainted during her ultrasound. What does the 
Technician tell Vivien about her baby? 

It was the Antichrist 

Why does Larry want Murder House? So he can be with Constance 
Who is revealed to be the Rubber Man? Tate 
Why does Hayden and Nora conspire to drive Vivien insane? So they can have her twins 
Ben receives a call from Vivien's OB/GYN. What is Ben told about Vivien's twins? They have separate fathers 
Who tells Constance that Tate is the father of one of Vivien's twins? Moira 
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Constance seeks guidance from Medium Billie Dean about what would happen if a ghost sired a living 
child. What does Billie advise Constance? 

The child would be the Antichrist and 
bring about the Apocalypse 

How did Tate cause Larry's scars on the morning of the school shooting? By setting him on fire 
Who do the police suspect of being Travis' killer? Constance 
Ben learns that Violet has not been seen at school for two weeks, it is later discovered that Violet is 
dead after Tate shows Violet her corpse beneath the house. How did Violet die? 

Suicide 

Who does Constance get help to deliver Vivien's twins at the house? The ghosts of Dr Montgomery and the 
nurses from 1968 

After Vivien delivers her first baby who is stillborn, what happens to Vivien during delivery of the 
second baby? 

Vivien dies during the birth 

Feeling alone since the death if his wife and daughter, Ben plans to commit suicide. Who tries to 
prevent him from committing suicide and encourages him to take the surviving twin and get out of 
the house? 

The ghosts of Vivien and Violet 

Ben ends up being killed by who? Hanging him from the chandelier to make it look like suicide? Hayden and the other malicious ghosts 
Who takes the living twin after Ben's death? Constance 
Why do the innocent ghosts scare away the potential buyers of Murder House, the Ramos family? To prevent the deaths of further tenants 
Who prevents Tate from killing the Ramos son? Violet 
Who does Vivien ask to be the godmother of her ghost baby? Moira 
How many years have passed when Constance finds that the living Harmon twin has murdered his 
nanny? 

3 years 

What does Constance say to the living Harmon Twin when she discovers he has killed his nanny? 'Now, what am I gonna do with you?' 
 


